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In his book Rules for Radicals, a slimy and traitorous Jew-communist 
named Saul Alinsky advised his fellow communists to "Accuse your 
enemies of that which you are doing, it will sow confusion into their 
ranks."  Psychologists call this phenomenon "projection," and Alinsky 
recommended it as a tactic to deflect scrutiny away from his treasonous 
comrades and redirect it onto their non-communist adversaries. 
 
Alinsky's advice is now standard operating procedure within the 
"Democrat" Party, where many routinely parrot the claim that Donald 
Trump is a "threat to democracy."  That's the same bunch that 
weaponized the FBI and DOJ to persecute innocent political opponents;  
conspired with social media to censor its critics on their platforms;  
waged a war against oil and gas to enrich its supporters and donors in 
the "green energy" industry;  currently plans to register 12 million 
illegals to vote;  and conspired in a "coup" against President Trump, 
using fabricated charges and perjured testimony from Obama-
holdovers in front of a FISA Court.  
 
Here's another example of projection: Hillary Clinton recently accused 
Donald Trump of planning to kill and destroy his political opposition if 
he were re-elected.  Ironically, Hillary probably has more kills to her 
credit than Al Capone.  And, it's her very own New Communist Party of 
the USA (NCPUSA) -- laughably called "Democrats" -- that are currently 
trying to destroy Donald Trump with 91 fraudulent felony charges, using 
show trials in four different NCPUSA venues.  She also funded and 
authored the phony "Steele Dossier" to destroy Trump with false charges 
of colluding with Russia to steal the 2016 Presidential Election, which 
spawned a three-year inquisition by Special Counsel Robert Mueller.  



 
Saul Alinsky & Hillary Clinton:  Mentor & Protege 

 
 
Another example of projection occurred immediately after Joe Biden 
took office, when, he cancelled all of Donald  Trump's Executive Orders 
involving immigration -- such as "Remain in Mexico" -- which had 
successfully reduced illegal immigration to historically-low numbers.  
But after the public outcry against Biden from welcoming 12 million 
unvetted illegals into the U.S. in just his first three years, Biden and his 
regime resorted to blaming Donald Trump for the immigration "mess" 
they claimed to have inherited from his administration.  
 
In August of 2020, Hillary Clinton advised Joe Biden not to concede the 
November 2020 Presidential Election “under any circumstances.”  She 
also warned that Republicans might attempt to “mess up absentee 
balloting” in order to "steal" the election for Donald Trump.  She clearly 
knew in advance that massive and systemic NCPUSA vote fraud was in 
the works, and that vote-harvesting, proxy-voting, and fraudulent mass-
mailed Absentee Ballots would deliver an illegitimate and stolen 
electoral victory to Joe Biden.  (See the film 2,000 Mules.) 



In another example of projection, many peaceful and unarmed patriots  
protested the stolen 2020 Presidential Election and showed their 
displeasure by demonstrating against it in Washington on January 6th of 
2021.  Many have been charged with "sedition and treason," and remain 
incarcerated and in solitary confinement without bail, while others were 
beaten and neglected. These POLITICAL PRISONERS were arrested on 
fraudulent charges for demonstrating their outrage at what was clearly 
a stolen election.  Yet, the DOJ has never explained how mostly polite 
and unarmed demonstrators could be engaged in sedition or treason. 
   
Yet, communists in BLM and Antifa -- who are the shock-troops of the 
NCPUSA -- REALLY DID engage in sedition and treason when they rioted 
in many NCPUSA cities in 2020.  They burned numerous businesses in 
order to sow chaos and provoke a violent revolution in America.  Most 
of them were released by NCPUSA office-holders on miniscule bail or on 
their own recognizance, and later, their charges were quietly dropped by 
the NCPUSA cities and counties in which they rioted and terrorized the 
inhabitants. New York, Philadelphia and Seattle even financially 
compensated thousands of them for the "indignity" of being arrested for 
arson and terrorism.  
 
 

 
BLM Riots: REAL Sedition and Treason  



Projection is further evident among the lying and traitorous carpet-
baggers at the Southern Prevarication Lie Center (SPLC,) and their allies 
among the Jews' Media.  Both have made careers promoting the 
laughable narrative of black victimhood, in which innocent blacks are 
under assault by violent white assailants.  They turn the truth on its head 
by accusing their conservative enemies of creating “a false narrative of 
a victimized white majority under siege by allegedly violent people of 
color in the United States.”  (The SPLC's own words.) 
 
This is a tactic to divert attention from the violence, savagery, witlessness 
and predatory nature of their black clientele, who commit about 90 
percent of all murders in the U.S. every year.  Moreover, blacks are 50 
times more likely to engage in a violent crime against a white than the 
reverse.  It's a fairly RARE occasion when conservatives, Republicans,  
white nationalists, or ANY white person commits a violent crime against 
a black, and it is almost always blacks themselves who are the perps.  
 
NCPUSA projection became a matter of public record when Joe Biden 
used his influence to shake-down Ukraine, and in return received 
millions  into the Biden Family Crime Syndicate.  Later, Biden -- with his 
usual good judgement -- bragged on videotape at the Council on Foreign 
Relations that he threatened to withhold U.S. aid from Ukraine unless 
that nation's chief prosecutor were fired.  That prosecutor, Viktor Shokin, 
was investigating the corrupt natural gas company Burisma Holdings on 
whose Board of Directors Hunter Biden served.  Hunter Biden was paid 
$1 Million per year, despite being unable to speak Russian or Ukrainian, 
and knew nothing about the natural gas industry.  (Viktor Shokin smelled 
a rat, and rightly so!) 
 
When President Trump merely broached this subject in a phone call with 
Ukraine's newly-elected President, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, the NCPUSA 
denounced that as extortion and immediately moved to impeach Trump 
and remove him from office.  They knew that Trump also smelled a rat, 



and they used false charges against President Trump to put him "off the 
scent."  As one writer succinctly quipped, "It was cool for Joe Biden to 
'extort' the President of the Ukraine, but it was an impeachable offense 
when Donald Trump asked him about it." 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Moreover, the entire NCPUSA across America engaged in projection by 
denouncing the Arizona Senate's courageous but exhaustive Maricopa 
County audit of the 2020 Presidential Election as "election meddling."  
The NCPUSA and many RINOs holding public office refused to cooperate 
with efforts to investigate the legitimacy of that election by ignoring 
subpoenas requested by auditors in Arizona and elsewhere.  



Any thinking person should realize that the 2020 Presidential Election 
was stolen by a massive criminal conspiracy orchestrated by the 
NCPUSA at all levels, while using a variety of illegal techniques.  These 
included mass-mailed ballots to every resident, former resident, dead 
resident, illegal resident, fictitious resident, dog, cat and canary in 
many swing states.  It probably scares the hell out of "Democrats" that 
their 60-year criminal conspiracy against the American Electorate may 
finally be exposed along with their tactic of projection. 
 
Furthermore, many BLUE cities are experiencing historically high violent 
black crime rates.  Most public officials in those areas reflexively project 
their rising violent crime rates on "white racism," although few whites 
are ever involved.  These public officials fear a backlash from voters, so 
they reflexively blame Republicans, slavery, poverty, Donald Trump, or 
the Solar Eclipse as their default modes. 
 
 
 

 
Nuffin' Better ta Dooos 



The crooks and incompetents who hold office in NCPUSA cities and states 
have enabled and coddled blacks for decades, most recently those who 
called for so-called "justice reform" or the de-funding of police.  Likewise, 
the NCPUSA's Soros-funded county prosecutors refused to charge rioters 
engaged in arson and other acts of violence following the George Floyd 
Riots. It is NCPUSA RACISM in the form of profoundly lowered 
standards for black behavior -- not some fabricated and illusory "white 
racism" -- that has encouraged the savage instincts in blacks that are 
primarily responsible for recent and historic rates of violent crime. 

 
Finally, the communists and liars in the NCPUSA routinely accuse 
conservatives, Republicans and white nationalists of being "science-
deniers." This projection is often flung at sensible people who are 
skeptical of the supposedly "scientific" climate research at East Anglia 
University in England, and our own National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA.)  Their very own e-mails from both institutions 
exposed their data to be "fudged" in order to exaggerate global 
temperature increases. 
 
Yet, it is the "Democrats" and the entire left that refuse to acknowledge  
profound differences in IQ favoring whites over blacks, a disparity of 15 
to 20 points that "explains" all differences in wealth and academic 
achievement between the races.  No phenomenon in the history of the 
social sciences has been demonstrated more times and in more ways 
than this double-digit IQ disparity, demonstrated in approximately  650 
empirical studies.  The accusation of "science-denier" is clearly just 
another example of their adopting Saul Alinsky's advice.  
 
The lesson here is never to accept the claims of any NCPUSA member 
or other leftist at face value, and this includes the phony narratives 
concocted by their allies in the Jews' Media.  It's a very safe bet that 
any allegations by either will be a lie, and more likely true of THEM than 
true of ANY conservative, Republican, Libertarian or white nationalist. 


